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MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
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Metal Military Miniatures
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TELEPHONES:

Southampton 20855- 8.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
West End 4651 - 6.00 p.m. to 8.30 p.m.

TRADEMARK

SHOP WHERE YOU SEE THIS SIGN

Dick is now concentrating on getting all
figures listed in the catalogue available
and renewing those figures he thinks are
not up to his current standard - and by
the way he is designing at the moment
we reckon he will redesign all the lot if
we give him a chance.

Watch this page for the forthcoming
releases. Only in Wargamers News
letter and our own House Magazine do
we announce new and redesigned figures

All of our FRANCHISE DEALERS
should by now be displaying a sign
like the drawing on the left which
announces proudly that they are the
local STOCKIST for Minifigs and
we therefore recommend you give
them the support you have given us.

FIGURES OF 25mm SCALE for the
following periods

The ANCIENT PERIOD
The HUNDRED YEARS WAR
The RENAISSANCE Period
The ENGLISH CIVIL WAR
The MARLBURIAN WARS
The JACOBITE RISING
The SEVEN YEARS WAR
The AMERICAN REVOLUTION
The FRENCH REVOLUTION
The NAPOLEONIC WARS
The CRIMEA WAR
The AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
The FRANCO PRUSSIAN WAR
The COLONIAL Period

Infantry, Cavalry and Artillery

WORLD WAR ONE WARSHIPS
$|*|*t*|#l$l$l$f$l$|:4:l:4el:4:l$l:tel$!*

CATALOGUE showing full listing
to be available only 18p
Contains four pages of photographs

HOUSE MAGAZINE - "MINIMAG'1
available at 15p.
Numbers 1 & 2 have now been
published with Number 3 ready by
the end of September We Hope.
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REMEMBER - MINIFIGS IS THE
METAL MODEL SOLDIER
MANUFACTURING COMPANY RUN
BY WARGAMERS FOR WARGAMERJ

Commercial Director - NEVILLE DICKINSON Design Director - RICHARD HIGGS
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EDITORIAL

I must confess to a feeling of unease

concerning the formation of a "National
Association" to handle future Conventions,
proposed and apparently taken as settled at
the recent Birmingham Convention. Having
consistently fought against any form of
autonomy or control of wargaming by
committees, I view this one with suspicion
if only because there does not seem to be
any particular need for so much organisa
tion, general travelling around, plus the
necessity for cash to finance it all. It
will only end up with the power of controll
ing clubs in the hands of the least suitable
people simply because they have attended the
most meetings. Presumably the proposed rules w
Group so that vested interests are involved. C
organising the Birmingham Convention, and the W
ones before that but much of this work is self-
one better than the organisers of the previous

3ut, apart from social aspects, are these Conventions worth it? The winners are
never the best wargamers in their particular period but simply those who bothered to
enter and make the closest study of the far-too-complex rules which govern the much
over-organised wargames. Preliminary rounds are a farce, wide open to fiddling of
scores besides being a source of expensive trouble and organisation. Not that the
new plans make it any easier because they simply make an already complex situation
even moreso!

Far less emphasis should be placed on the actual contest - there should be about
a dozen tables and no game should last more than about 90 minutes, the rules should
be simple "back of a postcard" type, so that the eventual winner is the man with the
greatest sense of tactics and not the bloke who can best bend complex rules to suit
his own particular ends. The Umpires should be well trained and given autocratic
powers so that one murmur of dissent from a competitor means a warning whilst two
moans and he is out! There should only be one team from each Club - it is ridiculous
to allow one Club to provide seven teams as Leicester did this year.

On a completely different subject, Neville Dickinson of Miniature Figurines has
suggested to the British Model Soldier Society that they should, as the authoritive
body connected with model soldiers, lay down specifications of scale sizes of figures.
There is a very strong case for standardising the scales of wargames figures so that
for example, the 25mm figures of one manufacturer will match up with the so called
25mm figures of another. At present there is a vast disparity in the various makers
ideas of what constitutes specific scales.

The illustration at the top of this page comes from a Military Greetings Card
designed by Richard ./astling available from J.Freeman, 62 Plantation Drive, li.Ferriby
Yorkshire at 10p each (with envelope) or 50p per half dozen.

DONALD FSA.['H^R.yx'ONE.

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER i. edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD
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ill be those of the Wargames Research
f course there was a lot of work in
orthing one before that and the London
imposed arising from the desire to go
year.



FIRING INTO THE BROWN!

The formation strength of both British and
Jerman armies in the Desert were rarely static,
changing for strategic, tactical or administrative
reasons. The basic British armoured unit was the

troop usually of three tanks; four troops to a squad
ron; four squadrons and headquarters to a regiment;
two or three regiments to a brigade; two or three
brigades plus supporting arms to a division; three
divisions plus supporting arms to a corps. The
Cierman and American regiments were roughly equivalent

nil-
1SI3

to a British brigade,

The German sub-units were generally based on four tanks to the platoon, the
number of platoons in each company depending to a large extent on whether they were
light, medium or heavy units. There was no brigade as such but divisions worked out
roughly the same as the ritish. In the Desert, the German 90th Light was in fact a
collection of odd units gathered together and named but it was nothing like a normal
division. Whilst British "Jock-Columns" bore no resemblance to normal formations.

00O00

I did not lose my heart in summer's even, when
Hoses to the moonrise burst apart

When plumes were under heel and lead was flying
In blood and smoke and flame I lost my heart.

I lost it to a soldier and a foeman, a chap that
Did not kill me, though he tried.

That took the sabre straight and took it striking
And laughed and kissed his hand to me and died.

A.E.Houseman.

00O00

The longbow had as yet been employed principally in defensive warfare and
against an enemy inferior in cavalry to the English. But when Edward III led his in
vading force into France the conditions of war were entirely changed for the English.
Now they were up against a country to be invariably superior in the numbers of their
horsemen, so while the tactics of the archer were to remain defensive, they also had
to be varied to meet the nev; threat. But the yeoman with his longbow was soon to
find that the charging squadron presented an even better mark for his shaft than the
stationary mass of infantry formed by the Scots schiltron. At the beginning of the
Hundred Years v.'ar, in the early Ij'+O's, the Continental world had not yet learned that
it was almost hopeless for cavalry to try to force, in a frontal attack, a position
defended by men-at-arms supported on their flank by archers. When the now well-tried
technique was used in a battle near Morlaix in 13^2, a few years before Crecy, it
seems to have taken the French completely by surprise, as it did a short space of four
years later on the fatal field of Crecy.

00O00

HINT OF THE MONTH by John S. Fox.

Surely it would be more difficult to hit a target travelling across the line of
fire than if it was travelling directly towards the firer.

In my Modern rules - which by the way are mainly those of R.Cassen and S.Chapman
(scaled down to suit ray board) but have been influenced by yourself - a deduction is
made for vehicles travelling between 0 and 30 off rightangles with the firer i.e.

The amount of the deduction varies with the speed of the

target - a half-track being obviously harder to hit than a
Churchill because it is travelling so much faster.

ooOoo

THE AMEPICAN SCENE - Continued from Page and visiting war-
gamers are accorded the same treatment as visiting ball players
when they come up to play Vest Point teams. So we believed we
did our part for the advancement of the hobby/art/science (or
whatever you please) of wargaming.

FidfiK-



THE ROMAN LEGION Trj ,/ARGAMINO

by

John Greer (U.S. Army)

Quite a while back, sometime in 1968, I penned
a series of rules for Roman Civil War battles that
appeared m the Newsletter. Unknowingly, a cohort
of mine also sent the same article to an American
publication. Belated apologies for that. Since
then, and a year or so in Vietnam in between, further
research has caused several adaptations and innova
tions to be made. As I proceed along this path, the
that «fci: , n°ute thG disaSre^nts and incongruitiestnat abound when researching this field.

...... -h,, -.. ,„, „,. „,„ ..„;, „:,•;; :s:;.,,„;-.:s:,':,;.'.-;;i,,t„.

essays, concludes, after rf>v-i ow-i nn- +u„ • IUUP/ in nis i ALLAS ARMATA military
Tribune, with each of six rotaS ^ !10US P^^ties, that it is probably the
command the Legion. iS "rmaS? would ma^ sLT L^he Z^* ^ =W? t0not fall to one Tribune onlv h,,t rln ! sense, as the Legion's command would
However, Tribunes"™?™?? '̂ S toJf I "?ft *** exPerience to command,
required to have any prior miliLrv E * °S polltical appointment, were not
military career) Wan with "AtlZl eXpf^ence- The tres »*l*ti&e (three steps of
equitum" and then^tL wnLh could'be a^ T* "° ' T*3** C°mmand' P-^-tusI cannot believe thaf a of a^as la^L^T*?' ***&£ n0t ae—^
Tribune with little or no prior experience * ^^ WOUld be ent™sted to a

Aueus

1

ti« ^LTrlT^ ^ a P0fubility' iS the Le*atus -egionis, the "Legati
works 2^32: BaL!UPL°! !i_b! I«!»»-^*« «* ^ppard ^ero (aStho: ofraany works on ancient Rome, including At ^T^ a6" (^th°r °

lates to -adjutant" or Assistant! It is fact ^hat Si ? "^ Britain) trans-
Legions to Legates, when these personnel w^^atLo?:? A^ETS th "*
S^*f4S«VH:that of pompey'and that - «^asx »-SS "nn

saw fit. OrdinaHiv m„„n t region, wnen and if the Governor or General

L-gatii-DiS'Sssj^rr:8ioS "ihrss^us^atioia jf^s- but-when possibie'command in lieu of a LeP-atus Th L k 1US' the senxor Tribune, would
Leeionus <li+!«.?L „6dtUS: lhe last possibility is that there was a Praefectu-

Various "titles" for g^^SE^ llT^T^V^ *" *«~*« ** "«*•

greaShTinTae ^raJforinr^^^f'̂ hrL165' W ? ^ ^concerning command networks or even uniforms and vofSt a ^ ^ 6*S info™«*i°»

I have taken the CentS ^^^f^^^^ £^52.^
•^rS^^cS^alS*:.^ Testudo; Cohort Column; ""*-«i «—»ito Light troops onl^and is siraplvya ffij ST ^i *?"* °f Skirmish- That applies
ions have names ttat'JJ be .SKjnSoSSftJ 2"? ^ °f C°UrS6' these *°™**-
with their synonyms. TOT DO nS P f ,', Wl11 llSt tho various formations
lateritial quadrat" ^m'^I^u'^jS^8' l?T«*"*»*•. si^tenaille, tongs. ORBIS: globe. qUSQrate- "^ANX. quadrate turrite. PINCER:

My Phalanx, or

co^ sra,-^: E^/«*L^i-g£.-? w>:° i



variation on this would be two cohorts side by
side, termed a "lying Lateritial". (Fig. 2).
However, this would not have the effect of a
Phalanx, as it is only six ranks deep, and a

Fig.l Fig.2 Phalanx must be twelve.

Movement, for the most part, remains the
same. Units in Disarray may no longer move. Light troops (in Cohort Column, Lone
Century, and Skirmish only) move 2k". Light Cavalry move 30", and Heavy Cavalry move
2k".

Generally, I must admit, I am in a muddle over Cavalry. 'Though never my fav
ourite arm, references in any of the source books I have encountered, including even
Caesar's narrative of the Gallic Campaigns, describe very little of any tactics em
ployed by the Cavalry.. If any can help me on this, or can suggest any references 1
can go to, I would appreciate it.

In the order of movement, I have included a variation for the written orders for
movement, to produce simultaneous movement. Three orders are listed. They are:
Order to Move (Ho. of inches); Formation Employed; and Direction of March.

I am allowing only ONE order to be given by the Centurions for the march:

left oblique forward right oblique Two or m0re orders would have to be
k A Jl given to execute any other direction of march,

Example: dotted line would be, Right Flank,
left flank

T

—•right flank Right Oblique

Now, as to manoeuvring, I believe that
to the rear,or in the set of rules published, there was con-
backstep Fig* 3 fusion over that entire section. I will now

try to straighten that out. A unit, gener
ally a cohort beginning in the TESTUDO, obtains 10 points for that formation. To re
main in that formation, consulting the chart, it is seen that 26 points are needed to
assume the TESTUDO. Therefore, 16 additional points must be attained from the
officers in the cohort. The Cohort standard bearer is 3 points, the Centurio
Princeps (Cohort commander) is 5 points, and each Centurion is 2 points. Thus, if a
Cohort is at 100?6 strength, it has 20 points of officers. Add this number of officer
points to the formation points, and, in this case, 30 are attained. 26 are needed
for the TESTUDO, therefore the Cohort can remain in that formation. If the number of
points were not enough to maintain the desired formation, the unit would fall into
Disarray. NOTE: The required points to form a Cohort Column has dropped from dd to
20. Therefore, a unit in Orbis or Disarray can reform into a Cohort Column if 20
points of officers are present with the unit.

The combat rules have changed drastically. In a fit of insanity, I formulated
the rules for Gladius combat with a die roll per man. One die roll PER CENTURY will
suffice now, with 1 point required to kill a Legionary and 5 points to kill any
officer. The lead Century of the WEDGE no longer get any great advantage, except
that it fights as a Century.

My Cavalry rules are a take-off on Tony Bath's fine rules from the NEWSLETTER
HANDBOOK Series. ./hen Cavalry attack Infantry, the Infantry must throw to stand.

Die roll plus 6 points for TESTUDO combined must equal 10
8 " " ORBIS
9 •' " PHALANX
7 » " COHORT COLUMN
5 " " LONE CENTURY
7 " " PINCER
9 " " WEDGE
0 " " DISARRAY
k " " SKIRMISH

If formation attacked in flank, deduct 2 numbers off die roll.
If 10 not met, unit is in DISARRAY, and Cavalry automatically charge home.
If Infantry stand, Cavalry must throw to charge home: Heavy Cavalry - 3, <+, 5, o

Light Cavalry - 4, 5, 6.
Combat dice throws: For every six points, throw die, £ that number points

killed. CONTINUED ON PAGE 5



COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

Kevin L.Beales

The Crimean War has tremendous potential and is
sadly ignored by most wargamers but it offers many
advantages over other Horse and Husket eras both for
beginners and experienced hands alike.

For the tyro, the period gives the movement and colour of Continental armies to-^~
gether with lesser known elements such as the Turkish Infantry or French Light
Cavalry, for which more flexible rules are necessary. A brief experience with Napo-
leonics would be sufficient to master the increased range and types of fire-power
available to the major forces. Figures are readily available in metal or plastic.
For instance only a very small alteration to ,iirfix Confederate Infantry, such as the
removal of hat brims, etc., is adequate for British infantry.

The more experienced can find tremendous interest in the details of the armies
concerned from the absolute wealth of material available and interesting situations
can be set up from comparing the various conditions in which the war was conducted:
mountains and plains; winter and summer; drought and flood. The question of supply
can be made important or not and of course, there is always the question of fortifi
cations, mining, trenches and heavy artillery - never enough to reach the stalemate
of World War One, but enough to be interestingly different.

What of the armies concerned? British and French forces side by side (for once)
fielded large armies designed to refight the battles of the Peninsula a generation
before. They were faced by the might of Imperial Russia relying on a huge conscript
army and their usual ally, "General Winter". At the beginning of the campaign the
morale of the British was high, too high in fact, for the extended hostilities were
to reveal the majority of their officers to be inexperienced and totally unsuited to
the task of leading their men into action. The well-known "Charge of the Light
Brigade" is but one example of this. The Crimean War stands supreme among campaigns
for wargamers as a "soldier's war", in which the common British soldier fought
against a combination of enemies including his own High Command.

Such is the period in which I am now interested and would therefore be grateful
if any reader with experience of it will write to me and tell of any facets he has
discovered. At the same time, I would look forward to hearing from anyone interested
in entering a postal campaign with me. It would be ideal if a number of readers will
combine over this, the resulting chaos might have every resemblance to the conduct of
the war itself - the ultimate in realistic wargaming? Write to - 112 Longclose Court,
Crabtree Farm, Bulwell, Nottingham.

00O00

THE ROMAN LEGION IN WARGAMING - Continued from Pap;e k.

Heavy Cavalry - 3 points each. Light Cavalry - 2 points. Heavy Infantry - 2
points. Light Infantry - 1 point.

In the Melee, a unit inflicting more casualties than the other, is deemed the
winner of that melee round. The loser of a melee round must retire k" at the termin
ation of the combat turn. He is facing the enemy, and the victor has the option to
follow the vanquished to his new location. For every additional rank of Heavy Infan
try that an actacker has, the defender is edged back £" at the BEGINNING of the com
bat turn. In order to successfully attack a unit in flank, that unit must also be
engaged by close combat or missile fire frontally. The ORBIS and the WEDGE have no
flanks. The .VEDGE of course, has its' rear which is vulnerable.

I believe that this may clarify those rules that appeared a while back. These
can be supplemented by Tactical and Campaign rules for Roman Campaigns in Brittannia,
that perhaps will follow in a later article (I am still in the Array). The period
coverea is that of the year <*9 A.D., with the pursuit of CARACTACUS, Prince of the
uatuvellauni, by the II Augusta, IX Hispana, XIV Gemina and the XX Valeria Roman
Legions.



IN DEFENCE OF RULES AND RULESMEN1

by

Robert P. Cory

One of the most maligned of all the classes of wargamers is the rulesman. The
man who believes that the rules should be followed even if they do produce a result
which another might consider pure nonsense. The man who wins wargames almost entire
ly because of his superior knowledge of the rules of the game. Believe it or not,
he is a human being - not some sort of hydraheaded monstrosity.

Now I have no wish to try to defend the kind of person who stretches the mean
ing of the language and purposefully subverts all intent just to be able to read
something into a set of rules that is, in fact, not really there. However, if my
Cossacks rout your Grenadiers of the Old Guard by charging them on the flank and
rolling a six, I deserve my victory just as much as if the far more expected reverse
had happened. If the rules call for a rout in such a circumstances, then so be it.

Out stupidest rule allows sappers to dig one inch per turn per sapper. Even
allowing that sappers have a move of only 9" per turn - and thus limiting this non
sense - this rate of tunneling exceeds anything that even the most modern of excava
tors could accomplish. But it is the rule! And until it is changed, unless the
game conditions "proscribe such activity, you will find your houses sinking beneath
the earth if you fight a wargame with those rules. And the player who uses that rule
will just be doing what is right and proper - playing the game as best he can. Just
because a rule is stupid does not make it a non-rule - change it, but do not deny
your opponent the right to it as long as it remains unchanged.

Historically generals had to fight by the rules: the rules of physics, chemistry,
biology, geology, psychology, etc. Napoleon might have willed that his sappers dig
at phenomenal rates, but the rules governing the mass and resistance of eartn pre
vented it completely. But had they not can you in your wildest dreams imagine that
he would not have done so??!! And Ney certainly willed the massed cavalry at
Waterloo to break the British squares to tiny pieces - but the rules governing the
terrain and British troop psychology willed otherwise. Ney rolled snake eyes while
the Duke was rolling boxcars.

But on the wargame board, the laws of nature are not nearly so obvious. What
may seem inherently right and proper to one person may seem extremely ludicrous to
another - so we have rules. And they tell you what approximations to the laws of
nature you are using; what interpretations you are going to give to the many possible
outcomes that historical encounters might have had; what scales, time sequences, etc.,
you are dealing with.

Recently the Editor of the Newsletter said: "This is wrong - a wargame should be
a test of tactical skill not of knowledge of rules and a set of rules should be so
phrased as to allow anyone after a few minutes study to go onto the table and, by
sheer tactical merit, defeat an opponent even though that opponent may have a far
better knowledge of the rules being used." A beautiful dream! - but highly impracti
cal. Considering the number of people that I have beaten on my first encounter with
them, using their rules, just because I studied their implications more fully, I re
gard it as purely a dream.

You do not have to cheat or misinterpret to use rules against your opponent.
Merely knowing the exact odds (I use a computer to help me) of the common fire and
melee situations is enough to give one a big edge. Using simple trigonometry to
direct your fire instead of guessing is another help in some games. And maximising
your chances of causing the largest number of units to fall back or rout in each
situation while minimising your own chances for a bad result will usually pay off in
victory. These are simple skills and they can be acquired just the same as knowledge
of historical tactics - and probably to much greater advantage.

No, I don't believe that anyone has written a set of rules which cannot be
analysed (usually mathematically) and utilised quite legally and MORALLY to give one
a distinct edge towards the ultimate goal of victory.

••'bl'o-'S COMMENTS: Everything said here by Robert Cory may be correct and its ^Pli
cation well within the "spirit of the game". But GAME is fche operative word played
for relaxation rather than triumph. Somehow, Idon't think that Bob and I would find
each other very agreeable playing companions!



THE WESSEX MILITARY SOCIETY WATERLOO EXPEDITION 1971

Benefiting from the vastly enjoyable three-day expedition made to the battle
field of Waterloo in September 1970, eight members of the Wessex Military Society
again visited this historic spot for five days in the first week of September 1971.
Staying at the Wellington Hotel which is right on the crossroads and is just about
where the King's German Legion stood, the party tramped right round the battlefield,
went out to Quatre Bras and astounded the inhabitants of Plancenoit by having a
hilarious lunch of French bread, cheese, apples and wine on the village green by the
side of the church, the scene of much fighting between the Prussians and the French
in June 1315.

The party also spent a very stimulating day in Brussels and thoroughly recommend
the Belgium Army Museum. This is a vast place, so big that in some galleries real
aircraft hang from the ceiling and look like Airfix models! It is possible to buy
lots of photographs, etc., at this Museum. A breathless chase around the department
stores of Brussels revealed little of interest to the wargamer but the following
three shops (together with one in an arcade not far from the Hotel de Ville) all
sold figures and kits etc., although the majority of them are available in this

country. Thieleman "Dethiel", 127 Chausee de Haecht, Schaerbeek, (Eglise Ste Marie)
1030 Brussels 3; La Calade, Galerie Porte Louise 23^-1050, Brussels and Historia, Rue
General Gratry 19, 1040 Brussels.

Now,all that remains is for the Wessex Military Society to decide where they are
going next year - there is talk of Paris but wives are frowning on that, then an am
bitious idea of going to Portugal to see the Peninsular battlefields! The one
certain thing is that a party from the Wessex Military Society will be invading

Europe sometime next Autumn and will have a great deal of fun!

00O00

LOOKING AROUND - Continued from Page 23.

BATTLEFLEET - Official Organ of the Naval Wargames Society - Volume 5, No. 2. An
interesting issue containing articles on the Confederate Ironclads; Hexagons for map-
moving; American Civil .Var Warship Models; Rules for ..'orld War I Naval Campaigns; and
information about H.M.3. Belfast on show in London.

SLINGSHOT - November 1971. Full of items of interest to the Ancient wargamer in
cluding a report on a recent mini-convention in Southampton; The Axe in Ancient War
fare; Iron in the Ancient .v'orld; The Armies of Ancient Egypt (well illustrated);
Heraldry for the Beginner; and Egyption Conversions by Stan Colby.



Iw.i UL.^NIC J.WALHY FORMA l'IONS

Below is an abstract from Welling
ton's "Instructions to Officers Command

ing Brigades of Cavalry in the Army of
Occupation" (i.e. written after .Vater-
loo) which has been taken from Oman's
"Wellington's Army" Chapter 5 "Cavalry
and Artillery".

"1) A reserve must always be kept
to a success or to cover an unsuccess

ful charge. This reserve should not be
less than half the total number of -

sabres and may occasionally be as much

as two thirds.

2) Normally a cavalry force
should form in three lines: the first

and second should be deployed the re

serve may be in column (this presumably
means column of squadrons - individual
squadrons being in line) but so formed
as to. be easily changed into line.

3) The second line should be '♦OO

to 500 yards from the first if the c
cavalry is about to act against cavalry.
This is found not too great a distance

to prevent the rear lines from improving
upon an advantage gained by the front
line nor too little to prevent a de
feated front line from passing between
the intervals of its supports without
disordering them.

*0 ./hen however cavalry is charg
ing infantry the second line should only
be 200 yards behind the first the object
being that it should be able to deliver
its charge without delay against a battali
first line and will not be prepared for a

the first.

£=b3
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on which has spent its fire against the
second charge pushed in rapid succession to

5) When the first line delivers its attack at a gallop the supports must follow
at a walk only lest they be carried forward by the rush and get mingled with the line
in front at the onset. For order in the supports must be rigidly kept - they are
useless if they get into confusion when they are wanted to sustain and cover a checked
first line."

It is possible that if the tabletop Uxbridge would follow some such system as
that outlined above then it might be possible to avoid the usual futility of most war-
game cavalry battles where an interminable scrimmage developes whence neither side
derives any benefit. It may of course be objected that to put only one third of the
sabres available in the front line might allow the enemy to overwhelm it by putting
all his troops in one wave. The point is though that only those of his troopers
immediately opposite to yours have anyone to fight while all of them have been disord
ered by charging: making them easy meat for your supports. The second line can easily
attain "the necessary union of coherence and momentum" in the space of four to five
hundred yards: in fact Hamley in "Operations of .Var" considered 500 to '*00 yards to
be the optimum distance for cavalry to actually charge. The formatiens envisaged in
the above passage obviously provide some security against flank attacks since the
second line will itself take in flank any attempt to roll up the first.

A different method of deployment is described by Hamley - although the object is
the same - to provide a flexible way of deploying cavalry masses to ensure adequate
reserves for support and exploitation, quoting Marshal Marmont he suggests that six
or so squadrons are the maximum frontiige that can be handled. The first line which
may be several squadrons deep is flanked by two columns of squadrons which can form
front to a flank if threatened or fall unperceived upon the enemy flank if he has



been so foolish not to leave any flank guards. Some 'tOO yards to the rear is the
second line which acts as a reserve and may support any of the other three groups.
This reserve is best kept in column of squadrons at deployment intervals i.e. the
distance between each squadron is enough to allow them to wheel left or right to
form line.

The only trouble is that these formations take up rather a lot of space - par
ticularly if used with a division which is how they should be used. If your war-
games area is restricted however it is always possible to try simply manoeuvring one
curassier division against an infantry division i.e. represent one part of a Napol
eonic battle instead of trying (and failing) to fight the whole thing. Even with
smallish forces of cavalry; say six squadrons; it is possible to adapt with advantage
the formations advocated by Marmont and ..ellington.

.:ote on Cavalry Units: It has been assumed that a "squadron" in the above means
about 100 sabres formed in 50 files (a file being one front and one rear rank man)
to produce a 2-deep line with a front of about 50 yards, the precise size of a squad
ron would not only vary from army to army but from day to day. In 1815 Prussian
squadrons seem to have been about 90 men each while British ones were rather more -
say 100 to 150. French squadrons tended to have between 120-150 men in that campaign.
Regiments could have 3 or k squadrons while one Prussian uhlan unit had five.

My Prussian squadrons have 3 figures each; the British have 3 or ^ and the
French have k; but this will depend on your rules and how many men you want each
figure to represent. As it may be gathered I have one figure to 30 men.

SOURCES: Sir Charles Oman - "Wellington's Army" (Reprinted 1968).
Sir Edward Hamley - "The Operations of War" (1st edition 1866).
C. de Muffling - "The Waterloo Campaign" (reprinted 1971).

00O00

A. A. JOHNSTON • tibUm &J* &§>**
PITNEY :: LANGPORT :: SOMERSET :: ENGLAND

— in addition to all Don Featherstone's excellent titles, we stock virtually
every title obtainable for Wargamer and Military History enthusiasts. Below
are a few of particular interest, price includes post:

MODEL SOLDIERS: A Basic Guide to Painting, Animating and Converting by P.Blum.
(New English edition due any day). Stiff paper covers 80p. Hardbound Sl.fOp.
Publishers are now doing much for Wargamers, the following titles have all been
produced with them in mind:

UNIFORMS OF MARLBOROUGH'S WARS by A.Kipling. Illstd. inc.colour. £1.32p.
Knight's Battles for Wargamers (3 titles £1 ea.) SARATOGA 1777; BORODINO 1812;
and FIRST BULL RUN 1861.
Osprey Men-at-Arms Series (4 titles £1.32 ea.) all prof.illstd.inc. colour.
THE BLACK WATCH; THE STONEWALL BRIGADE; FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION; and FOOT
GRENADIERS OF THE IMPERIAL GUARD.
MINIATURE LANDSCAPE MODELLING by J.H.Ahern. Illustrated. 70p
MINIATURE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION by J.H.Ahern. Illustrated. 71p.
PLASTIC SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT Assembling, Detailing, Converting by W.R.Matthews.
Hardbound, prof, illustrated including colour. £1.70p.
MARROW GAUGE MODEL RAILWAYS by M.Andress. Prof.illstd. (Particularly useful
for modelling terrain, etc). Hardbound. £1.60p.
Almark's excellent range, all prof.illstd. inc. colour, essential for colour
reference. REGIMENTS AT WATERLOO - £1.85p; INDIAN CAVALRY REGIMENTS 1880-19T*
- £1.85p; BRITISH INFANTRY COLOURS - £1.60p; BRITISH INFANTRY REGIMENTS 1660-
191*t - £1.^5p; GERMAN INFANTRY 1914-1918 - £1.60p; WAFFEN SS Its Uniforms,
Insignia and Eauioraent 1938-19^5 - £2.36p; BRITISH MILITARY MARKINGS 1939-^5 -
£1.85p; WEHRMACHT DIVISIONAL SIGNS 1938-19^5 - £l-75p; FRENCH NAPOLEONIC
ARTILLERY - £1.60p; AMERICAN CIVIL WAR INFANTRY - £1.^5P5 GERMAN ARTILLERY
191Zf_19l8 - £l.*f5p; GERMAN COMBAT UNIFORMS 1939-19^5 - £1.35P? SOVIET COMBAT
TANKS 1939-19^5 - £1.50p.
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY The Campaigns of 1813-1^ and Waterloo - R.K.Riehn.
Illustrated uniform colour guide. Post free - £1.38p.
THE FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 - R.K.Riehn. Uniform colour guide,
companion to previous item. Post free - 70p.

ALL THESE AND MANY MORE - SEND S.A.S. FOR FREE LISTS.
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THE AMERICAN

SCENE

by

David Isby

During the first weekend of this month, a group
.from the St. John's University Wargaming Organisa
tion, the Military Strategy Confederation, went up
to West Point (the U.S. Military Academy) to compete
with wargame groups from there and from Annapolis,
the U.S. Naval Academy. This is the first time we
had a conference with two of the Service academies, and there are few~t>etter places
to play wargames than West Point - indeed the building we played in had it's doorway
flanked by"the cannons that fired the first and last shots of the American Civil War.

We arrived early Saturday, and we were escorted, along with the Midshipmen from
Annapolis who had also arrived, to the parade ground to watch a parade by the Corps
of Cadets. After a rather grand luncheon we started to wargame. As well as numerous
boardgames, there were naval miniatures as well as two Napoleonic era miniatures
battles. In the miniatures battle I was involved in, our Cadet opponents were minus
two of their more experienced commanders, who were busy on exercises, but the British
who was commanded by a team from the MSC still had a very tough fight. Several of
our battalions were badly mauled taking a village well fortified by the French (the
scale was tactical, there being ten or so battalions on each side, with supporting
artillery and cavalry). The French, commanded by the Cadets, were holding a defen
sive position based on the aforesaid village and a long ridge. While the fighting
was going on in the village, the Cadets re-deployed their artillery on the advice of
a Captain of the Marines, whose advice, unfortunately for them, was faulty and the
French lost heavily to counter-battery fire. The town was finally outflanked by some
of my troops, the Gordons and Connaught Rangers, but then the French Reserves stopped
us from ending it right then and there. Some French Dragoons forced back the Scots
Greys, who had just ridden down a Rhinebund battalion, while the Polish Lancers gave
the 7th Royal Fusiliers a bad time, but the French were too weak to follow up their
success and we were quickly able to reform and British arms carried the day. During
this battle we had broken for dinner, and the people attending had also listened to
a talk by James Dunnigan, editor of Strategy and Tactics on designing boardgames.
After dinner, there was a shake-up in the French command, and several Midshipmen came
to the aid of the Cadets, but to no avail.

There was another Napoleonic game in which two teams, both mostly from MSC
fighting it out. It was a reconnaisance, with lots of cavalry on both sides. At one
time in that game the French commander cannistered his own troops! He had mistaken
his retreating lancers for attacking enemy Uhlans and fired. Only after the die had
been rolled did he learn of his mistake, but despite that setback, the French eventu
ally pushed back the Austrians. One of the big events was a naval miniatures game,
for there are a good many naval enthusiasts in MSC. Naturally enough, the Midshipmen
were eager to try their hand in command of a battle fleet. Several airstrikes and a
pitched surface battle later, it came out that the Midshipmen's American fleet had
scattered the Japanese! This was the first time MSC has been beaten by a Service
academy at a miniatures battle, so the Navy knows it's stuff, although it must be
said they had an MSC "adviser" on their side. There had also been many Avalon Hill-
type wargames going on throughout the day and a good many members of the "brass"
observed the proceedings. Indeed, every time I looked up I caught sight of some
body's oak leaves!

On Sunday, we all filtered back to New York after lunch, after a most pleasant
weekend. I hoped, as did all the other participants, that our group, together with
the Service academies, can get together more often, in sort of an informal "league".
It is a shame Colorado Springs is so far away, or else we could get the Air Force in
on this. We think that the involvement of these institutions does give quite a good
deal of good publicity for wargaming: and in the Fall we hope to go down to Annapolis
to meet the Midshipmen again.

I think that our Conference was a most enjoyable experience. Could you get such
a thing going in England, I wonder? The West Point team is subsidised by the Academy,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2.



MAKE
YOUR OWN
ARMY^

Service dress so I will detail

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC HEAVY CAVALRY

by

Mike Lockyer

Source of Figures:- Airfix
Cuirassier (Waterloo).

The epaulettes, cuirass
straps, jackboot tops and coat
tail details are removed with

either a razor blade or a hot k

knife. After this surgery we
decide whether we want Parade or
Service dress, mine are in

that.

11

Dragoons and Dragoon Guards, the helmet is left with the streamer intact; Life
and Horse Guards the streamer is cut off and a plasticine crest is substituted the
rest of the conversion is the same for all units.

A haversack and water bottle are added to the left side also a carbine,
(mine came from a cut down A.C.W. musket) is added to the right hip, barrel
pointing down at an angle of about 45 ,a sabre is made from either a pin
or wire and is stuck down from the left hip and a sabertache is made from paner and
stuck about halfway down the sabre straps fore; the sabertache can be made from thin
slivers of paper.

_ A rolled up cloak over the saddle bow is made from plasticine and scored with a
a pin to represent straps and a valise is made from the same material. The fancy
French shabraques and sheepskin covers are first removed, the British Heavy Cavalry
man 01 this period was very practical, except for his striped girdle.

Source of Information:- R.F.Money-Barnes and W.Y.Carmen.

The Sound Of Battle. . .

You can almost hear it in The Wargamer.
It seems to echo from each lively page.

Inside its handsome covers, you'll
find a treasure of articles chosen
to help you get more out of war
gaming—plus maps, photographs and
illustrations like the one here.

It doesn't matter what weapons
your miniature armies use, The
Wargamer covers all periods
from Ancients to Moderns and
everything in between.

Published every other month on
schedule. Large page format.

subscriptions:

3 dollars-one year
5 dollars-two years

27I7 Elnora Street
Wheaton, Maryland 20902

U.S.A.
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BATTLE REPORT OF THE MONTH

THE BATTLE OF KAMBULA - 29th March 1879

by

D.B.Clark

HISTORICAL NOTE:

After an abortive attempt to capture the Zulu stronghold on Inhlobane Mountain
Brigadier General Wood has fallen back on his base at Kambula - his failure was due
to the pursuit of a Zulu impi, 22,000 strong, from Ulundi, fresh from its victory
at Isandlwana.

THE FORCES:

a) Imperial - 18 men, 2 Officers of the 13th Foot. 18 men, 2 Officers of the
90th Foot.

1 Gun and 5 gunners Royal Artillery. 5 Commissariat.
15 Mounted volunteers and drivers. 2 Native servants.

b) Zul.-u - 'f03 men (approximately half the scaled down number, to make up for
this deficiency the effectiveness of Imperial firepower was halved)
organised into 8 regiments - uVe (10*0, umKhulutshane (10), inDlu-
yengwe (33), uDloko (66), uThulwana (50), inGobamakhosi (50),
isaNgqu (50) and uNokenke (kO).

THE ZULU ADVANCE:

Early on the morning of the 29th the Zulu impi appeared from the North East,
already divided into Left, Centre, Right and 'loins' formation (see map) which it
was to maintain throughout the battle. Seeing them, Wood called in the mounted
scouts and positioned them, stiffened by a company (3) of Imperial infantry, between
the main laager and the small fort (held by two companies) supporting the field gun
and themselves supported by a company of men in the Cattle laager to their rear.

The Zulu mass advanced steadily across the plain, taking few losses from the
shrapnel of the Royal Artillery that played on each of their regiments in turn, and
by the 7th game-move the leading Zulus were within extreme rifle range of the Imper
ial troops but their solid formation had begun to break up. Their centre advanced
steadily against the mud and stone fort and the uThulwana regiment of the right
'horn' moved against the N.W. sector of the Main Laager but the entire left horn was
held up by the slopes opposite the main ridge upon which the Imperial positions were
established. The inGobamkhosi regiment was stalled by the small stream at the base
of the Main Laager. This meant that the Zulu centre and left flank of the right
horn attacked alone. The uThulwana regiment met the full blast of the Royal
Artillery's grapeshot as well as heavy carbine and rifle fire from the Main Laager
and suffered heavy casualties (so that the regiment checked its morale and fell back
the next move). The centre was luckier, the fire of the Imperial companies in the
Fort produced little effect on the massed ranks and even a blast of grapeshot into
the flank failed to shake its morale. Parts of the regiment then engaged the fort
defenders in melee while others stole round the Eastern flank and began to work
their way towards the Cattle Kraal and some even turned right to help the uThulwana
overrun the gun.

While the uVe and uThulwana battled at the fort and the N.E.Wall of the Main
Laager, the inGobamkhosi attempted to engage the front of the Main Laager and slip
a party of warriors into the valley (behind the Imperial positions) to cut off re
treat. This was a complete failure as all the warriors attempting to by-pass the
Imperial position were shot down but the rest of the regiment flung itself against
the laager walls and hung on, stopping the troops in the Main Laager from firing on
the Zulus in the centre. Meanwhile the left flank.regiments had crossed the ridge
to find themselves confronted by a native kraal which the uDloko wasted a whole
move in burning and sacking. (it was not to be blamed too much, for a section of
the uVe had chased the cattle released from the Cattle laager, thus depleting that
regiment).

THE IMPERIAL RETREAT TO THE MAIN LAAGER:

Notwithstanding the defection of part of the Zulu left and the failure of its
outflanking movements on the right, the Zulu centre was finally triumphant. The 8
defenders of the fort were overwhelmed by a rush of 50 warriors while the rest, out
flanking the now dismounted volunteer's line, thrust all those troops between the
Main Laager and the fort back onto the Main Laager's N.E. wall, the little cattle
laager alone providing a refuge for those who reached it.
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KEY

= Initial Zulu

Positions.

= Zulu movements
up to 10th

move.

= Zulu formations

10th move.

= Zulu movements *,
after 10th 1
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For two game-moves
the battle swayed along
the laager walls, the
Imperial troops in the
wagon tops being parti
cularly useful in their
role as allround fire

points, but the Zulus
began to infiltrate
into the Main Laager,
reinforced by the uVe
from the fort and with

the left horn finally
edging down the valley
and the loins moving
forward from their

position in reserve on
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the opposite hill.

THE END:

On the 15th game-move Wood ordered all those to escape who could and then
immediately fell to a group of 5 Zulus. The British and Colonials fought back down
the Main Laager from its East to West face. The Zulus, however, overran the horse
lines before many of the horses could be got loose and most of the Imperials fell
fighting back-to-back amongst the tents. That any of the Imperial troops got away
was largely due to the shattering of the inGobamkhosi earlier in the battle and the
few soldiers who managed to get horses escaped off the Western edge of the board.

In all k Imperial troopers, 3 Colonials and 1 Native escaped. The Zulus, how
ever, had little cause to rejoice as -\6k were killed during the action, a dispropor
tionate number falling on the regiments of the centre and the right (scaled-up this
corresponds to a loss of 4,920 men).

RULE ALTERATIONS;

After this battle alterations are necessary to the rules I speculated upon in
the February and March editions of the Newsletter.

(1) When tempted with adiversionary target (kraal, cattle, etc.,) the Zulus throw
a dice - 1, 2, 3 they attack said target; k, 5, 6 Zulus push on.

(2) If in a melee a defender is attacked by more than one attacker then, if the
defenders dice throw is higher than that of some of his attackers it is concluded
that he has 'taken one with him' e.g. Trooper attacked by three Zulus, Trooner die
throw = 4, Zulu die throw 6, k, 2. It is therefore concluded that although'the
Trooper is killed, he has killed the attacker who only threw a 2.

(3) Troopers can fire on Zulus once before the Zulus engage in melee, the Zulus
throwing for morale before they close - 1, 2 - retire 8"; 3, *t - go to ground; 5, 6
- charge home. '

As can be seen by the above, the Imperial deiences need a little more strength-
ening.

£2.10f l« It. L'nlt.a Ktagaoa: O.araa•• tZ.lif (ft.fO IB ...... ..4 cuu.
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1* ^ HS WHAT MAKES

A WARGAMER

TICK?

by

Brian Shorthouse

mm 12 SarS " l0°ks as if Xam about to Set back into wargaming. Iam helping to start a wargames group, being a branch of a local modelling club of
which I am Treasurer.

„»« Aftel 6U?? a l0ug ab^ence from wargaming I am looking forward to my first real
game. Naturally we have had a lot of teething troubles (in actual fact we shall be
having them for quite some time) in starting. We have decided on the right course,
I think, in starting off very basically with the simplest of rules and the simplest
of games to get the idea. Although I must admit even these cause headaches. May I
be permitted to give an example -

We took the first game from your book "BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" and tried to
follow it exactly The first problem we came up against was, from which points
should firing distance be taken if one side has his men in column and the opponent,
his men m line front. (As you can see, we did not end up following this "battle-
move for move).

So the simplest of games eventually turned out to be the most complex and in
volved. After hours of discussion and arguments we have decided on a course into
wargaming which suits us all. So it looks as if everybody is happy, that being the
case the entry into wargaming may turn out to be easier than expected for us.

I an now, needless to say, sitting up into the early hours of the morning re
reading all those back numbers of Wargamer's Newsletter.

Once we really get going I shall endeavour to write you a fuller report and
perhaps later on become a contributor to your Newsletter by way of reports, arguments
and crying for help from other wargamers.

00O00

A VISIT TO PARIS

by

S. D. Sole

Last year I visited the main military sites of Belgium including Waterloo. This
year I decided to go to Paris for a long weekend while I had the time. Of course the
main place of interest was the Musee De L'Armee and I spent a whole afternoon their
taking notes. It is most distressing when you are so concerned with military accuracy
in your wargames army to find from looking at the real thing how incorrect you are. I
had always trusted the Funkens but now I have found how incorrect their details on the
French Marine 1812 are I am not so sure. For any Napoleonic enthusiast this museum
must be considered a Mecca, but there is also a fantastic collection of mediaeval
arms and armour as well as a fine collection of uniforms before and during the 191*+-
18 war.

I visited all the shops mentioned in your book and I have one more that might in
terest you. Petitot, 23^ Boulevard St. Germain which is reputed to contain a great
deal of interest to military enthusiasts including books, prints and lead soldiers.
It is situated on the left bank near the museum. Also available in Paris on the book
stalls on the Quais are a set of military prints of 1st Empire uniforms at approximate
ly 37p each which compare most favourably with anything of that type sold over here.
Also one can buy for 75p a very pleasant book on French military uniform over the last
1,000 years containing many prints from the Musee De L'Armee. In my opinion a very
good buy. It is by Henri Lachouque entitled 'Dix Siecles de Costume Militaire'.
Another fact is that works of the Funkens only cost £1.75p but Historex figures cost
about the same as at home.
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A NORTH AMERICAN CAMPAIGN (CONTINUED)

THE FIRST BATTLE OF BRIDGEPORT - April 12 19^7

by

Dave Clark

The setting is Bridgeport, Connecticut, in the dusty hot summer of 19^7. The
Germans, roundly defeated at the crucial battle of Waterbury are attempting to
withdraw to a more tenable position to the south. Bridgeport lies along their path
of retreat, and is a crucial (again!) crossroads. Thus the Allied North American
armies are anxious to pinch off the Axis line of withdrawal at this PO«t, and the
Germans are equally determined to keep the town in their possession Element- of
the opposing forces clash here on the heels of reports of the debacle at Waterbury.

German light forces are entrenched in the town, comprising a small garrison
force. Several Puma armoured cars and Sturmgeschutz vehicles are present, along
with a 75mm anti-tank gun.

Approaching from the north-east is the Allied column, which includes two
Centurion tanks, a Churchill VII tank, a Jackson M36 tank destroyer, a Black Prince
heavy tank, two M-«> self-propelled 155mm guns, and several Ram troop transports.
Also present is a small Soviet goodwill force, joining the North American "rapaign
for the first time, which includes 3 JS-IU heavy tanks, 2 T-3V85 mediums, and a
T-3V76 medium vehicle. Not much, but every little bit is welcome in these bitter
months. A scouting force composed of 3 armoured cars round out the allied task
group.

Unknown to the Allies, German reinforcements are forthcoming. Heavy tanks and
troops are coming from the south. Two half-tracks mounting dread Nebelwerier rocket
launchers will provide devastating artillery support.

Also, reports of a column of Allied vehicles captured in the campaign escorted
by German tanks coming to their assistance bolster Axis morale. Little do they
suspect that this is an Allied trick - the German vehicles are the captured ones.

As the battle opens, the Pumas are battered by artillery fire, but most survive
long enough to inflict painful damage on the Allied armour. Slowed by the crawling
pace of the heavy tanks, the bulk of the Allied force has to stand by helplessly as
the fast scout cars are smashed by the German armoured cars. On the other flank, t
the masquerading column opens fire on the town, disturbing the German commander, to
say the least. But for the allies, it is just barely too late. The Allied detach
ment is caught out in the open when it should have been in town. The heavy German
reinforcements, especially the Nebelwerfers, wreak havoc. Only one Centurion II
tank, two Shermans, and one captured Mark IV tank reach town. There they are caught
and blasted by the onrushing enemy. But the Germans do not escape untouched. 'ihe
traoped Americans ana Free Britishers lash out, and in their dying breaths destroy
and"damage several Axis vehicles, totally annihilating the garrison vehicles in the
area.

Still, things look pretty grim for the Allies. The Germans, having turned the
aforementioned flank into so much scrap metal, turn their tender mercies on the main
force. Soon the suburbs become a graveyard for Allied tanks.

However, the picture is brightened quickly. Several Allied heavy tanks smash
the Pumas, and advance through the wreckage into the town and safety. In the back-
field, the M^Os begin to live up to their reputation, sending the Nebelwerfers
scurrying for cover, and opening up many Axis tanks like a giant can opener.

But the most stunning reversal took place in the centre, where the two Centur
ion tanks, having failed in their attempt to succour the trapped Allied group, duel
hot and heavy with the German garrison. Two enemy vehicles which oppose them are
destroyed, as is one Centurion, in the point-blank street battle.

The surviving Centurion lives on to light the flaming torch of victory for the
Allies. Having already knocked out one Mark IV, the Free "ritish tank enters the
city. Immediately, it is engaged by a Hunting Tiger. Single-handedly, the Allied
tank despatches the huge German tank with two well-placed shots. Finding no other
quarry thereabouts, it turns around and heads back toward its supporter tanks on the
other side of town. Midway, a Tiger I tackles the scrappy heavy. Again, the Cen-
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turion flames its opponent with two shots. How, it reaches the other side of town
Here_it engages a Tiger II vehicle, flaming it in its turn! Damaged in the encount
er, it turns to stalk its last opponent - a Tiger I tank. But its luck runs out, the

_ by
The other Allied tanks have accounted for the rest of the Axis vehicles, and vice-
versa. The troop carriers of both sides shelter in the town. The open-topped M^Os
dare not enter town and risk destruction. The Tiger dares not to venture out, batt
ered as it is.

Though the Allies later withdraw under cover of darkness, the German position
is fatally undermined. The stage is set for the conclusive Second Battle of Bridge
port.

THE SECOND BATTLE OF BRIDGEPORT - April 13 19^7

by

Bob Stone

The morning of the Second Battle of Bridgeport dawned cold and rainy. The land
scape around Bridgeport was dotted with the wrecks of the many knocked-out tanks,
both Allied and Axis.

During the night both sides brought up troops and equipment. The Allies were
determined to finally push the Germans out of Bridgeport. The Germans were equally
determined to smash the Allies renewed attack upon the town.

The heavy curtain of rain which separated the two enemy forces aided both sides
in planning their troop dispositions. The German commander attempted to conceal his
forces totally in the town, behind buildings. The German second-in-command argued
for the establishment of a strong armoured force on the perimeter of the Axis defen
ces. The Commander-in-Chief preferred to keep the bulk of his forces in town, but he
allowed the establishment of a picket line of four Pzkpfw IV H tanks on the perimeter.

The Allied commander established his forces in this manner: he placed his heavy
and medium tanks in a long line in front. The scout cars were deployed on the right
flank. The Allied artillery was disposed out of the German line of sight.

Just before the Allied attack began, the curtain of rain lifted. Only then did
the German commander see the chilling sight of the Allied tank line sweeping toward
the token four Pzkpfw IV's. These four mediums put up an admirable fight, but were
literally overwhelmed by the Allied superiority of numbers.

The German commander saw his error, but the time has parsed for its correction.
He had six half-tracks (Schwerewehnmachtschlepper type) with Nebelwerfers for his
artillery element. He hid these behind buildings and fired them in batteries of 3.

The Allied armoured line advanced closer and closer to the Axis positions. This
advance was becoming more and more costly, as the Nebelwerfers knocked out one or two
Allied tanks per salvo. In one salvo, four Allied vehicles were squashed.

While the tanks advanced the Allied artillery sniped at the few German vehicles
which dared to show themselves.

As all this transpired, the undetected Allied right flank reared into the out
skirts of Bridgeport. From this position they could see down the towns streets,
where the enemy vehicles were hidden. They began to call down accurate and devasta
ting artillery fire on the German troops. The few Allied tanks which were left
attacked the left flank. One M36 Jackson which had its gun damaged drove around the
town, seeking targets for the artillery.

The accuracy of the Allied artillery provided the turning point in this battle.
In one salvo the guns knocked-out two Nebelwerfers, and in the next salvo, the re
maining four. Thus the German artillery was effectively and permanently silenced.
From this point on the battle slowed into a game of hide-and-seek between the Allied
artillery and the Axis armour. Gradually the latter lost out, and the Allies took
Bridgeport.

After losing three battles in quick succession in the North, the German
CONTINUED OH PAGE 17
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,/ARGAMES CLUB PUBLICATIONS

I have received some copies of the South Australian Historical ./argames Society
Newsletter "FIX BAYONETS." and I am so impressed that I am suggesting that it is an
interesting and worthwhile publication for all wargamers to obtain. Costing 25 cents
Australian it is published from 7 Keelara Street, South Brighton, 3.A. 50^8, Austra
lia. Resembling Wargamer's Newsletter in its diversity of topics written in an under
standable and easy manner, the copies of "Fix Bayonets!" that 1 have seen cover a
very wide range of wargaming in all periods and naval activities. There are also
reviews of figures, books, hints on painting, converting, modelling and just about
everything else the wargamer can need. Club magazines have an unfortunate habit of
going up like a rocket and coming down like a stick - let us hope that this very
worthwhile enthusiastic project has a long and healthy life.

The Newcastle 'Wargamer's Broadsheet is still going strong and I have in front of
me number 9 for August 1971 and I notice that the Editorship is changing hands - I
hope this does not mean that the magazine will cease publication. Like its Australian
counterpart, it is full of easy to read news of wargames, battles, figures, equipment
tc, etc.

ooOoo

A NORTH AMERICAN CAMPAIGN - Continued from Page 16.

Commander-in-Chief decided to try his luck in launching his campaign in the South.

The Allied capacity for fighting and tactics was a rude shock for the Wehrmacht,
and the bloody Northern campaign provided lessons which the Germans would not forget.

Ap*M la. \W

-**-r»

KEY - 1

1. Position of Allied

machine gun and
mortar.

2. Position of Allied

machine gun and 6pdr
A.T. gun behind sand
bag barrier.

3. Position of Allied

machine gun.

KEY - 2

Unit and Identification

32^th Pz. Brigade ->
Assault Brig. "Von -
Armin" - #•*•**••

'tth Pz.Gren.Co. +-t-+ + T>
32nd Strassen Pz.Pla.*-*-*-
99th Sturmartillerie -ryj?
Schwere Assault Bri
327 -•>-?-}-*-?-J5>

Brig.

1st Ind.Hvy Tank
Co. —

12th Scout Platoon - •=£?
New York Survivors - -%ixJ^
10th S.P.Hvy Gun
Pla. - r ry}

*rth Mech.Inf. - 4fr •>?• •&>•
52nd Provisional Arty.

Unit - vn m '>
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YOU WRITE

TO US

"I am sorry that your reminder about subs got overlooked. I have been somewhat
less than static since April, having been from Shaijah to the Far East, Singapore
and Brunei, and back. I returned to U.K. in June.

Now I am with the Fleet Air Arm as a SEABALLS or GBGLO at H.M.S.Fulmar (RNAS
Lossiemouth). This lasts until next summer when the hands of MOD will be played
againl I have just come off Ark Royal where I have been in on some wargames for
real. I can't understand why my suggestion that simulated target evaluation could
be done by using dice and 'rings'!

Anyway, I enclose a cheque for £2.1Op in respect of a further 12 months - I hope
it doesn't throw you! Oh for the day that I have time for hobbies again."

Major David Jeremy.

ooOoo

"I particularly enjoy your magazine as it seems to be the only place where one
can put forth an idea without having it immediately ridiculed. I have seen an
editor chop up a letter by inserting his comments after each paragraph and woe to the
writer (I didn't buy that one). Also yours doesn't seem so restricted to one aspect
but stays of general content. Keep up the good work."

S.Richard Black of 111., U.S.A.

ooOoo

"I thought it was about time to give you a rap across the knuckles! I still
have not come across anything on the Franco-Prussian War, there is a dearth of mater
ial on Colonial Wars (you must be sent some battle reports!) As ever, we have the
flood of Napoleonic stuff, which is alright if you like that sort of thing. Instead
of giving space to. "Make Your Own Army", which is really very poor, I think you
should select a particular uniform of a particular period and give the complete run
down on it.

"Battle Report of the Month" in October's issue comprised of six pages, half of
this being taken up by maps, well really! What ever has happened to those magical
reports by Don Houghton? The only dependables now are the Miniature Figurines ad,
editorial and Must List.

As for calling the magazine "Wargaming" don't be carried away by the trend in
stigated by "Minifigs". I make no apologies for my sharp tongue!"

Alan Morrow of Bradford.

ooOoo

"Whatever the Newsletter is called, it will always be the best magazine on the
subject for me. I have read several copies of "a rival magazine" - it is empty, de
void of interest, biased towards A.C.W., highly commercial, and most of the writers
cannot spell.

I read with pleasure the letter from Peter Tickler, as the animals that squashed
his Legionaries were fighting for me. You might be interested to learn that Michael
Czopowyj (mentioned in Peter's letter) has just arrived in Southampton as a Student
at the University. He says that he may well look you up, and perhaps go along to the
local Military Society. His painting and converting is fantastic!

You may not believe this, but some of the best modellers in the Country come
from the tiny, unheard of, village of Scredington. Michael is a great painter and
converter, Gerald Scarborough writes very popular articles for "Airfix Magazine", and
Peter Gilder used to live here."

C..7. Buffham of Scredington.

ooOoo

"I went to the Birmingham Convention. Although I enjoyed myself, I wondered if
the whole idea of Conventions might not be re-thought, by lessening the importance of
wargame championships and emphasising the get-together and exchange-of-ideas by
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wargamers"

David Bradley of London

ooOoo

"Your September cover intrigued me. Are you sure it should be "French troops
in action 1915"? I say this because the Germans (all of whom seem to be dead or
dying, I am sure this sketch must have been made during the War for the propaganda
machine) are wearing their 'Coal scuttle' helmet which was not in use until 1916
while the French 'Casques' were only issued to about half the troops in 1915, the
rest being issued during the Verdun battles. Still, not that such a small point
matters in such an excellent magazine but it really set me wondering as to whether
it was a printing error or a bit of artistic licence on the part of the original
magazine.

I also notice that the Vice-President of the Gardens High Wargames Club has the
same name as myself. I hope he has not been receiving nasty letters from anyone
about some of my articles. The picture heading this article also set my poor brain
going. .7ho is this character? At first I thought he was a German paratrooper but
the helmet does not look right. I then thought he was a Russian or American but they
do not have Eagles on their sleeves. I finally came down to the weird idea that he
might be Polish! Not being able to 'fix' his nationality is annoying me, I wonder
if you could clear up the problem for me?

Chris Beaumont's articles on the Janissaries are really impressive, he must have
done a lot of research to produce them and I think it is a good thing too for a lot
of Nations do not get a fair hearing from history books and the Turks are one of them.

The Blenheim battle report was good but it is funny the way so many actual
battles results are reversed on the wargames table. I suppose it is because of the
historically defeated side being ultra defensive and probably having the greater ad
vantage of hindsight than the victor."

D. Clark of London.

00O00

"I think that a battle report can be one of two things - it can stir the imagin
ation and provide exciting and entertaining reading if it is written in a historical-
narrative style, i'he report can be written in an expository, technical style if the
purpose is to make some point about the rules or situation used in the particular
battle. While I have always prefered the former style, I think that both styles have
their merits. What I do not care for is the battle report that launches into the
results of the battle in the "Turn one:" type of format with no preliminary informa
tion about situation or battle plans. Battle reports that are neither interesting
reading nor instructive in technique really have very little to offer the reader.

One more small point. I like reading battle reports, new rule suggestions, 'how
to do it' articles, and uniform information articles. However, articles which come
under the general heading of "random thoughts" or someone's general ideas on a ram
bling variety of subjects sure leave me cold. The type of article I am referring to
is one much like this letter would be if you were to publish it. In the "letters"
column I think it would be alright, but as a separate article, it sure would not
offer much to the average reader. In ray opinion, people's thoughts on the hobby'
surely have a place in its li'-erature. However, they seem to show up in several de
partments in your fine magazine. I, for one, would consider the magazine space could
be put to more widely appealing use."

Terry Griner of U.S.A.

00O00

"I see Gary Gygax mentioned me and my adventure in the great Canadian wilder
ness, ordeal is a better word for it as we were lucky to come back alive. We walked
1c~r hours non-stop only eating an apple on the way. If we had not stumbled upon an
Indian trapper's' cabin we would likely froze to death. It sure scared our wives.
Just one point, we were not lost just stranded at the wrong end of a huge lake by
the worst storm in the history of this area. The weather office is some help, they
said we had 3 nice days and then k days of non-stop bitter rain and snow fell upon us
and the lake was such a turmoil we could not put to sea to get back. I have been
canoeing in the wilderness a while now, but a chain of unexpected events beat us this
time."

George A. Lord of Ontario.
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HINCHLIFFE
MODELS

Last month we introduced the first of our new "Colonial
Range" and already they appear to have been very well received,
New figures and equipment in this range are being worked on
and at the rate we produce new items, by the time this is being
read they will probably be released and in the shops!

Once again we must ask the Ancient enthusiasts to be a
little patient, to design and make the master figures and
equipment takes time and planning. We have some real mouth
watering items intended in this field so that when they do
eventually appear you will think the wait will have been worth

Of course our Napoleonic range steadily increases as each week goes by. The
latest being the British Artillery system which we have covered in great depth. We
could list those to follow but we will leave it till they are rolling from the depot.
But you can be assured that they will be what you have been wanting, and many of you
have asked for.

May we take this opportunity of wishing all readers the compliments of the
season and may you have a good ana prosperous New Year.

SHOULD YOU HAVE ANY DIFFICULTY OBTAINING OUR FIGURES THROUGH YOUR USUAL
DEALER, THEN ORDKR DIRECT FROM US.

1*1
HINCHLIFFE MODELS, Meltham, Huddersfield, England, HD7 3NX
A range of Cast Metal Military Models 20-30-54 m/m Scale
Illustrated Catalogues fromyour dealer or direct. 13p post free

1st EDITION CATALOGUE Full details and
prices of our
complete range
Including the
NEW 25mm

NAPOLEONIC and

COLONIAL

CAMPAIGN

figures, also the
first of our forth
coming range of
ARTILLERY

PIECES. This
comprehensive
rataloguo also
contains historical
notes and uniform

details etc. for our

MARLBOROUGH

and ENGLISH

CIVIL WAR figures

The Square,

Earls Barton

Northamptonshire
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whilst touring round the
Waterloo battlefield a few weeks

ago with, among others, Ken Chapman
of the Wessex Military Society, I was most
constantly sketching and measuring all the
field. Ken has already brought out a beaut
of La Haye Sainte and now he has come up wi
page. An integral part of the battlefield

another of the invaluable scenic effects fo
Ken Chapman and is obtainable at oOp from h
Salisbury, Wiltshire, England. Ken will al
already in production and also for Hugomont
of preparation.
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impressed with the manner in which he was
buildings so well known on this battle-
iful cardboard cutout kit scaled 20/25mm
th La Belle Alliance, pictured on this
of Waterloo, this building forms yet
r Napoleonic wargamers made available by
im at .vatermeadows, Netherhampton,
o welcome trade enquiries for the kits
and Rorke's Drift which are in the course

Although I have no doubt that i'.iniature Figurines, Hinchliffe, Les Higgins, etc.
etc., are all madly turning out new wargames figures, the only samples I have to hand
this month is a very nice little 30mm (will fit English 25mm scale) Prussian Dragoon
in plastic to add to the steadily increasing list of figures made by Segom of Paris.
Their official agents in the U.K. are Model Figures and Hobbies, 8 College Square
North, Belfast 1, Ireland. Lists are in the course of preparation. The prices of
figures are - Infantry 7?p; Infantry Colour 3earer 15p; Cavalryman 20p; Cavalry
Colour Bearer 25p.

Airfix have brought out a long awaited vehicle in their 00 scale Crusader tank.
One of the principal AFVs used in the Western Desert Campaigns of 19^0/^2, the
Crusader Mk II and III is an essential for the wargamer attempting to fight in that
period.

That Canadian enthusiast John Mansfield has come up with a bi-weekly Newsletter
SIGNAL in which he attempts to list all the latest items of interest to wargamers,
using reviews, catalogues, etc., from all over the world. Subscription is #1.00
Canadian funds from John Mansfield, 2111 1^th Street S.W. Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
If it can be kept up to date then this is a most useful effort.

The Reed brothers, Stephen and Julian of Worthing, are well known as deeply-
thinking wargamers. Their Napoleonic Warfare .Wargame Rules (which have been adver
tised recently in this magazine) appear to be a very commendable and realistic set
of conditions on Napoleonic warfare from 1796-1815. Intended that a player with a
knowledge of Napoleonic tactics will be able to play under the rules without being
at a disadvantage against one who has made a detailed study of them, they have an
"optional" rule feature which enables the scale time for a battle to approximate to
the actual duration of the real battle. There are some detailed rules on formations
as used by different nations. Although I have not used them, these rules seem very
thorough and perhaps even preferable to those for the same period put out by the

Wargames Research Group. Incidentally,
that Group have revised their 1000 B.C.
to 1000 A.D. rules in the third edition
which incorporates all the amendments to
date, has been tidied up and despite
being larger, is simpler in many respects.
A lot of new material has been added in
cluding siege tactics, weather and scout
ing and the painting instructions at the
back of the book will be very useful to
beginners to this period.

Don Turnbull of 6 St. George's Ave.,
Timperley, Cheshire, is the UK agent for
publications of the Poultron Press of
America - the magazine Strategy and
Tactics plus various boardgaraes. Don

CONTINUED ON PAGE 22
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BOOKS
LOUIS EDWARD NOLAN AND HIS INFLUENCE ON THE BRITISH CAVALRY by H. Moyse-Bartlett

(8£" x 5~z • 272 pages, 6 illustrations, 6 maps and diagrams. Leo Cooper. £4.20).

Perhaps one of the best known names arising from the last 200 years of British
military history is Nolan - a Captain who, by the actions immediately preceding his
death, achieved a fame denied to many generals and field-marshals. First in the book
"The Reason Why" and then in the excellent film "The Charge of the Light Brigade",
now in this latest publication, Louis Nolan's actions at Balaclava on 25th October
l85^have become a colourful part of the pageant of the British Army. Not only does
this excellently written and highly informative book discuss the controversial back
ground to his impetuous action that probably sent the Light Brigade on its breathless
charge but it also provides a most authoritative picture of military life in the
first half of the 19th century. Those Horse and Musket wargamers who delight in
sending their cavalry dashing across the wargames table will find some invaluable
information about horses and their riders, their capabilities and limitations. Oddly,
the Editorial page picture in the September edition of Wargamer's newsletter was
actually of David Hemmings in his role as Captain Nolan in the film "The Charge of
the Light Brigade". After reading the book, it would seem that he played the role
most realistically.

BRITISH MILITARY TRANSPORT OF WORLD WAR II Including Post War Vehicles by C.
Ellis and D.3ishop. (8" x 5-j-": 177 pages, 178 coloured illustrations. Blandford
Press. £1.25).

This must surely be one of the literary bargains of the year, written by that
well known writer Chris Ellis and illustrated by Denis Bishop. Chris Ellis seems to
have solved the problem of perpetual motion in that he turns out books at such a
fantastic rate that he leaves no modern wargamer with the slightest excuse for ignor
ance on any aspect of military vehicles. This book is well up to the standard of
his previous efforts and not only contains excellent coloured illustrations but a
very comprehensive description of the vehicle in question. I fail to see how the
publishers have managed to put out such an excellent hard cover book at such a low
price.

BSLLONA MILITARY VEHICLE DATA - Number Sight contains full-page photographs,
drawings and the most technical description of the following vehicles - Austin K5
3-ton General Service (UK); Diamond T981 12-ton M.20 (UK); Dodge T222 D15 15-cwt
General Service (Canada); Leyland 'Retriever' 3-ton Stores (UK); Albion FT 15N
Tractor Field Artillery (UK); Ford FT15 15-cwt General Service (Canada); Dodge Ambu
lance T214 £-ton (UK); Ford W0T2H 15-cwt Light Warning (UK) and Thornycroft 'Nubian'
TF/ACV1 3-ton General Service (UK).

GERMAN ARMY UNIFORMS AND INSIGNIA 1933-19'f5 by Brian L. Davis. (10" x 7£":
over 350 illustrations with a colour section. Arms and Armour Press. .vA.25).

This beautifully produced book contains just about all that the World War II
wargamer needs to know about the German Army. The majority of the illustrations are
contemporary photographs which have obviously been selected most painstakingly and
many of them have never before been published. They show both the issue uniforms
and non-standard variations set against a background of authentic service conditions
and the book justifiably claims that "the search for the photographs led the author
into formerly untouched archives where the value of the illustrations, often showing
equipment in use in circumstances sometimes not previously known or proven, was not
hitherto appreciated." In keeping with everything that Arms and Armour Press put
out, this book could well become a very much thumbed and authoritive work on the
German Army 1933-19^5-

00O00

MUST LIST - Continued from Page 21

keeps stocks of large numbers of games and also can take subscriptions for Strategy
and Tactics which, as discerning readers of the Newsletter will have noted, is a
vastly improved and most valuable publication.
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by Roy Dilley; German parachute troops plus book, kit and figure reviews.
THE GRENADIER - October/November 1971. This Bulletin of the Cheltenham Wargames Club
is now edited by Chris Gregg who, no less than Chris Beaumont its previous^ editor,
has always displayed the same enthusiasm so that this pleasant little ..ewsheet con
tains its usual colourful and interesting battle reports.

THE GUIDON - The Miniature Figure Collectors of America - No. 1, 1971- Nicely pro-
duced even if it does come ten months late! Contains illustrated articles on Uniforms
of the French Army in the 18th Century; London Scottish 19"^; Russian Regiments in the
18th Century; Casualties during the age of Gunpowder 185O-I87O; plus book, plate,
figure reviews etc.

MILITARY MODELLING - November 1971. A most attractive coloured cover showing a 3O0mm
French Grenadier, an Armoured Personnel Carrier and a section of the Lonuon Wargamers
Battle of Barnet diorama. Packed with valuable adverts, this well illustrated issue
contains articles on Mediaeval Heraldry; The Napoleonic Wargame; Self-Propelled
Artillery; The Dress of Marlborough's Army; a figure review; Churchill flame throwing
tanks; illustrated article and plan of a Russian Cruiser 1917; Modern Swedish *FVs;
plus reviews of kits, models, etc.

MODEL BOATS - November 1971. Has an article and plans for the Japanese Heavy Cruisers
Kako and Aoba.

PANZERFAUST - September 1971- This is the first of these magazines 1 have seen and I
find it impressive with a mixture of miniature and boardgame articles. It contains
articles on Strategy in the 18th Century; Newsletter contributor Gary Gygax on Warfare
in Miniature; plus three or four articles on boardgames. It can be obtained from
Donald Greenwood, 12*f Warren, Sayre, Pa. 188^0, U.S.A.

AN SnIGHDIUIRIil - The Journal of the Irish Model Soldier Society - Vol. 1. No. 1.
This new publication is edited by the well known Shamus O.D.Wade and has many features
that reflect his colourful character. It contains some very good articles on Why I
Collect; The Ulster Volunteer Force; The Frazer Collection - Amsterdam; Soldiers on
Stamps; an irish Force in Franco-Prussian War; an interesting article A Wargames
Controversy; Franco-Prussian Wargames etc. If it keeps up this standard then it will
be very worthwhile.

SCALE MODELS - November 1971. Not much for the wargamer but full of very good items
on Warplanes of World War I; modelling cars, ships, aircraft, AFVs, etc.

SOLDIER - October 1971. As always of the greatest interest to the contemporary
collector and contains well illustrated articles on kits and uniforms of the modern
soldier with the new combat dress; The Royal Review in Long Valley; plus book, record
reviews and other items.

STRATEGY AND TACTICS - No.28. This magazine has incredibly improved recently and
each issue is better than the last so that I am almost inclined to think it is a must
for all wargamers who wish to be well informed. This one has a very long and most
informative article on the Dark Ages - Military Systems Profile 500-1200 plus Soviet
and German Weapons and Tactics in the East, 19^1-^5 together with silhouettes and
performance charts of every armoured vehicle plus reviews of games books, etc. Also
includes a complete wargame "Lost 3attles" combat in Russian in "\9k2-kk.
SLINGSHOT - Official Journal of the Society of Ancients - September 1971. Another
magazine that is essential to all those who wargame in the Ancient period. It always
contains articles by experts (although they may be amateurs) and this one has The
Elephants of Arbela; Wargames Adaptations of Roman Army Organisation; Naval Wargames;
A Battle Report; The rersian Clibanarius; plus far too many other interesting features
to be innumerated here.

THE VEDETTE - The Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors - August 1971.
Well illustrated articles on anNapoleonic Invasion in Ireland; plates and pictures of
Napoleonic troops; notes on painting; The Youngest V.C.; plus Wargamers Corner, figure,
book reviews etc,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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THE NOTICE BOARD

,?lh£U^ •-...•

Painted Wargame Models for sale, any make supplied Higgins, Hunt, Figurines,
Airfix, etc. S.A.E. with requirements. S. Burden, 7 Durrant, Sturminster Newton,
Dorset.

ooOoo

Kieron G. Landeryou of 39 Colby Road, Burry Port, Carms, S.A.16 ORH, urgently
requires a local opponent - anyone interested?

ooOoo

Richard Pulley of 60 Poolbrook Road, Malvern, Worcs, has formed the Malvern
Wargames Club. At the moment they have eight members but would like more. They
fight mainly in Napoleonic, 18th Century, Modern and A.C.W. The ages of mambers
ranges from 12 to about 23 but most of them are in their middle teens.

ooOoo

Long term subscriber Peter Davis of 6 Tennal Drive, Birmingham B32 2DU writes:-

"I had a letter from the Duke of Edinburgh's Award Scheme. They are introducing
Wargaming as an 'Interest' at all three levels and 1 was asked to draw up an outline
scheme - possibly because of the Duke's visit to Oswestry or because someone I knew
at War Office .-suggested me. I drew up a scheme which involved painting up a force,
reading books on Wargaming and on the chosen period, being familiar with the litera
ture, including magazines, of wargaming and keeping a record of games and campaigns.
If it is accepted I will let you have full details. I did not have much time in which
to do it otherwise I woulJ have liked to have consulted you. I took a draft along
to the Convention and had several of the better known wargamers cast their eyes over
it which removed a few bugs."

ooOoo

WANTED; Sets of Rules for Colonial Warfare. (Not for publication). Prepared
to pay. C.M.Harvey, 30 Gorway Road, Walsall, Staffs.

ooOoo—

Send S.A.E.for price list to:
G.R.Seton. 23 Grove Rd.
Leighton Buzzard.Beds.

25mm.
Foot. 5P
Cavalry. I2p
Cannon. 30p

30mm.
Foot. I2p
Cavalry. 35P
Cannon. ^5p

Extensive range of 25 and 30mm.

Ancients.
Norman Conquest.
16 and I7th.Century
Napoleonic

including
25mmEnglish Civil War
EC 13 Cavalier

EC 14 Roundhead
EC 15 Lobster J armour
EC 16 I6th Century Horseman
EC 17 Lansquenet Halberdier
EC 18 Lansquenet with pike
EC 19 Lansquenet with Arquebus
EC 20 Standard Bearer

30mm. Norman Conquest

NI Norman with axe

N2 Norman with sword

N3 Archer
51 Housecarl with axe

52 Saxon with spear



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTOHE - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGAMES" - The original text book of wargaming. £1.65p. (#5-75)•

"NAVAL WARGAMES" - Sea battles with model ships. £1.65p. (#5-75).

"AIR WARGAMES" - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (#5-75)•

"ADVANCED WARGAMES" - This follow-up book to "Wargames" introduces a host of new
ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.40p. (#6.25).

"WARGAME CAMPAIGNS" - This book caters for the experienced wargamer who is seeking
larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative beginner.
£1.90p. (#6.00).

"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS" - An essential reference book giving details
of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, recrods, dioramas, etc., etc.
Special edition for Wargamer's Newsletter subscribers - 85p. (#3-00).

"AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET1" - The 1st Sikh War 18^5-6. £1.65p. (#5-75).

"ALL FOR A SHILLING A DAY" - The story of the 16th Lancers in the Sikh War 18^5-6.
Nearly out of print! A few signed by the author left at 65p. (#2.00).

"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" - A new and completely different book that introduces
the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the experienced wargamer will
find interest and value in its pages. Well illustrated with drawings and photo
graphs. (Published by David and Charles). £2.90p. (#8.00).

"MILITARY MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and casting
model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and buildings; on soldering,
gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets. There is an extensive
section dealing with the conversion of Airfix and ^istorex plastic figures.
(Published by Kaye and Ward). £2.05p. (#6.00).

"LITTLE WARS" - "Little Wars" first appeared in 1913 and this is a facsimile re
production of the first edition. In this book H. G. Wells brought his consider
able imagination to bear on the formulation of simple but effective rules to
rationalise the small boy's pastime of shooting down toy soldiers with toy cannon.

"Little Wars" is the foundation stone of the present hobby of playing war-
games. It is also a book of great charm. £1.85p. (#6.00).

"OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS, 1893-1918" - L.W.Richards. An illustrated reference
Guide for Collectors. £1.65p. (#5-75).

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaraing

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 B.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.

2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3« Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation
in America) by Tony Bath.

k. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargaraes (including Colonial Wars against
Natives) by Donald Featherstone.

7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including
rules for early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.

8. Rules for 19^ Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20p each (50c) or the set of 8 for £1.25p (#3-50) including postage.

"WARGAMES TERRAIN" - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic
battlefields. 55p. (#2.00).

These publications can be obtained by sending cash with order to WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER.

All dollar and non sterling cheques require an "additional 30 cents handlinrr-
charge added to them. &



Getevery
# detail right

withAirfix

Its thelittle things -like theopen.ng hatches and elevating machine
tK" ,Kh,saCfnt"rl°-1 tank-that really make the mod-fl^ndthat swhy Airfix Construction Kits are so fantastically popular

Every model isaccurate tothesmallest detail-a perfect '
replica ofthereal thing! There arenineteen series each made

from !/??"£«RSC?,e- °VSr 30°kltS ,0choose ,rom at ortaesfrom 2/11 to23/6 From all good hobby shops. F. W. Woolworth
and N.A.A.F.I. Askfor the catalogue.

Bottom left: woild War Ilank Bottom Centre: lee Grant tank Top left 88mm Gun R,Sht Centunon

AIRFIX
The world's

biggest range of
construction kits

PLANES!

Over 150tochoos
from, including
alter jit from both
World Wars, mode
[eta rline

SHIPS I

Warships from World
Wars I and II. as well
as modern liners and
historical ships

STOP PRESS
HMS Victory. Here's a
complete book, from Ihe
publishers of Airfix
Magazine, on HMS Victory
-its historyand highly
detailed instructions
with many illustrations
showing how you can
add moving parts to your
Airlix model.
Price21/- net from
your model/hobby shop,
bookshop or Irom,
Patrick Stephens Ltd.
9 Ely Place, London EC1

U 7

News, articles, conversions for modelling enthusiasts
everymonthin AIRFIX MAGAZINE. 2/6 Iromyourmodel
shop or newsagent.


